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CASTLES & REGIONS

AIM OF THE PROJECT
The main goal of the project was to establish
close relations between the castles and
fortresses of the V4 countries and the
Western Balkans region, in which they will be
able to use their full potential in regional
development, tourism, formal education.
Several institutions in the Central European
and Western Balkan regions have expressed
their intention to form the Danube Castles
Consortium and continue their cooperation in
another project, which requires further
negotiations.
The project also aims to contribute to the
renewal of the 21st century role of castles
and fortresses through the development
concept.
The project aims that the castles and
fortresses, that had once significant
importance, regain their former central role in
the 21st century and play an important role in
the life of their settlement and region.
Through the idea of the Danube Castles’
Cluster, institutions lay the foundation for
their further cooperation, as well.

pn

Partners will continue to cooperate in tourism
and in joint professional programs, exhibitions
and various cultural events. They also strive
to conclude similar agreements with other
castles and institutions in the future.
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PRODUCTS AND EVENTS
OF THE PROJECT
A digital product of the project is the virtual exhibition called “Our
Common Past for Common Future”, which highlights the major
moments, events and personalities of the participating venues.
Furthermore, common historical events of the countries and places
emphasis on the common Central European identity. The virtual
exhibition offers the visitors four routes to take:
The Timeline is a spatial historical chronology that presents the most
important historical events of places and countries from the 10th to the
19th century, highlighting certain moments of the common past that
make the common historical heritage understandable. The Castles in
History provides a coherent, more detailed overview of the local history
of the partner institutions, castles and fortresses, as a historical picture
book. The Heroes, Events, Stories gives an insight into the common
moments of our past primarily through common historical figures and
related events. The Our Times presents the current role of castles and
fortresses, their restorations and roles in tourism and their integration
into the life of the region.
The great advantage of virtual exhibition is that it adapts to the
expectations of the 21st century and the contents and themes can be
changed and expanded quickly and easily. Due to its virtual nature, it
can reach a wider audience, such as the younger generations, who are
not the main audience of museums. The exhibition is also available in
English, Hungarian, Slovak, Polish and Serbian languages.
English: https://castlesregions.eu/ve/
Hungarian: https://castlesregions.eu/ve-hun/
Slovakian: https://castlesregions.eu/ve-sk/
Polish: https://castlesregions.eu/ve-pol/
Serbian: https://castlesregions.eu/ve-srb/
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VIRTUAL EXHIBITION
“Our common past for common future” – virtual exhibition
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PROJECT EVENTS
„Castle for the region – Region for the castle”
Komárno, Slovakia, 4 October 2021

After the opening speech of Béla Keszegh, mayor of Komárno, the
participants could get acquainted with the history of the fortress,
presented by Dr. Andrej Ozimy, director of the fort. From the
summary of the staff of the Hungarian National Museum Esztergom
Castle Museum guests could get information of the details of the
project. During the event handicraft products of the region were
introduced to the guests by the representative of the local tourism
organization. In his detailed presentation, István Szilvássy, president
of the Association of Hungarian Settlements and Regional
Developers, informed the participants about the possibilities of
renewing roles of castles and fortresses in the 21st century. The
audience during the interactive World Café session could discuss
these topics. Beside the representatives of the Hungarian National
Museum and its branch, the Esztergom Castle Museum and the
Association of Hungarian Settlements’ and Regions’ Developers,
colleagues from the Golubac Fortress Ltd have attended the
seminar.
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PROJECT EVENTS
„Castle for the region – Region for the castle”
Sandomierz, Poland, 14 October 2021
During the seminar, the history and the present of the castle was
introduced to participants by Dr. Mikolaj Getka-Kenig, the director of
the Castle Museum in Sandomierz. The representative of the
Hungarian National Museum has informed the audience about the
project. Dr. Magdalena Kapłan, professor at the University of Lublin
and the representative of the Association of Sandomierz Wine
Growers, held a lecture on wine production, which is one of the
leading sectors of the region. Katarzyna Batko, manager of the
Sandomierz Tourism Organization, held a presentation on touristic
opportunities and products in the region. Furthermore, Wojciech
Dumin, director of the Sandomierz Cultural Institute, presented the
role of the castle in the life of the Sandomierz region. Guests were
able to learn about the possibilities of renewing roles of castles and
fortresses in the lecture of István Szilvássy, president of the
Association of Hungarian Settlemets’ and Regions’ Developers, and
then during the interactive World Café section, participants could
discuss the utilization and renewable roles of castles and fortresses
in the 21st century.
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PROJECT EVENTS
„Castle for the region – Region for the castle”
Golubac, Serbia, 19 October 2021

Dr Iskra Maksimovic, director of the Golubac Fortress Ltd, opened
the event. Representatives of the Serbian Ministry of Trade, Tourism
and Telecommunications; Serbia Tourism Organization and the
Municipality of Golubac gave short opening speeches. Participants
could listen to lectures, given by archaeologist Marina Bunardžić and
architect Dragoljub Todorović from the Office for the Preservation of
Cultural Monuments, on the history and architecture of the fortress.
Prof. Dr. Goran Petkovic, professor at the Faculty of Economics at the
University of Belgrade, held a presentation about the reconstruction
of the fortress and its opening to tourists. Afterwards, guests were
informed in details about the project by the representative of the
Hungarian National Museum. Later István Szilvássy, president of the
Association of Hungarian Settlemets’ and Regions’ Developers
presented in detail the concept of the development of castles in the
21st century, then in the framework of the interactive World Café
they were able to discuss these issues
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PROJECT EVENTS
„Castle for the region – Region for the castle” (Online)
Hungarian National Museum, 19 November 2021
Due to the pandemic, online seminar was organized by the
Hungarian National Museum, the HNM Esztergom Castle Museum
and the Association of Hungarian Settlemets’ and Regions’
Developers. Participants could get acquainted with the project
partners, then Gábor Rezi Kató, deputy director general of the
Hungarian National Museum and the director of the HNM Esztergom
Castle Museum informed them about the project.
István Szilvássy, president of the Association of Hungarian
Settlemets’ and Regions’ Developers presented in detail the concept
of the development of castles in the 21st century, then in the
framework of the interactive World Café session they could discuss
these topics. An unusual virtual round table was attended by Dr.
László Baán, director general of the Museum of Fine Arts, Dr. Zsolt
Virág, state secretary, and László Almási, vice president of
Municipality of Baranya County, in connection with the development
of castles.
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COMPETITION FOR
HIGHSCHOOL STUDENTS
In order to strenghten ties between participating institutions and take
part in different projects in the future the Hungarian National
Museum has signed cooperation agreements with each partner.
Furthermore, in order to promote and develop the project, Partners
have announced a multimedia competition among high school
students. The aim of the competition is to introduce the history of the
associated castles, regions and countries to younger generations
and foster a common Central European identity among youngsters
living in the participating regions.

STUDY AND CONSORTIUM
István Szilvássy’s, president of the Association of Hungarian
Settlements’ and Regions’ Developers, study is about the conception
of development and renewing roles of the castles/fortresses
according to the expectations of modern ages. It includes the results
of the preliminary survey on renewing roles of the castles made
among the target groups, and also the results of World Café
sessions.
Several institutions have expressed their intention to establish the
Danube Castles’ Cluster (DCC), which fosters the renewal of the roles
of castles on regional and transnational level.
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ONLINE SUMMARY
EVENTS
24 February 2022

After a brief summary of the project held by the representatives of
the participating institutions, the international audience was able to
see the virtual exhibition. Afterwards, participants could get
information about the network of castles along the River Danube and
share their views on the possibilities of the network in an interactive
way. Invitees thought together about the alternatives for the further
development of the project, about further cooperation opportunities.
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ONLINE SUMMARY
EVENTS
18 March 2022
The closing event of the project was held in an irregular hybrid way.
Some guests attended the event in person in Budapest, while others
joined online. The meeting was a commemoration of the 1335 royal
meeting in Visegrad and also of the 30th anniversary of
establishment of the Visegrad Four. A lecture were given by Dr.
Asztrik Várszegi, archbishop of Pannonhalma, on Pannonhalma and
its role. Then Dr. Jozsef Laszlovszky held his presentation on the 1335
royal meeting in Visegrad. The virtual exhibition and winners of the
competition, announced among high school students, were also
presented to the audience.
Furthermore, the first steps of the Danube Castles’ Cluster were
taken by some participating institution. Mariela Savkova, head of the
District Infomation Center in Vidin, presented the opportunities of
establishing the cluster. Mrs Desislava Todorova introduced the Baba
Vida Fortress and the Old Town of Vidin to the audience. His
Excellency Christo Polendakov, ambassador of the Republic of
Bulgaria to Hungary also attended the meeting and highlights the
importance of international cooperations.
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KNOW HOW AND
BEST PRACTICES
The regular discussions of the international joint working group,
as well as the agendas and reminders, made each step and
progress of the project verifiable and transparent.
Representatives of each partner was delegated to the joint
working group, who attended meetings and coordinated the
project related works and tasks at the partners.

The project is co-financed by the Governments of Czechia, Hungary,
Poland and Slovakia through Visegrad Grants from International
Visegrad Fund. The mission of the fund is to advance ideas for
sustainable regional cooperation in Central Europe.
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